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NCPAL Programs for 2011-12
Heritage Research

Undergraduate Research

Community Outreach

Archaeological Excavations
for Looking for Angola

Investigations of:

Archaeology of Spanish La
Florida lecture series

Historic Preservation and
the Survey of the Galilee
Cemetery



pre-Columbian pottery collections



remote sensing data



historical artifacts



GIS to reveal the past



Ways to present information at
professional conferences and to the
public

Studies of:



Heritage Mapping by Seeing 
Sarasota through your Eyes


Transportation channels
Sites associated with significant
figures and events

ArchaeologyFest!
Coastal Peoples of 19thcentury Sarasota Pass:
Teaching Archaeology and the
Environment
Partnership with Time Sifters,
the Sarasota-Manatee branch
of the Florida Anthropology
Society
Collaborations with
Reflections of Manatee, Inc.

Accomplishments from
the first year of operations (2010-2011)


Preservation of historic places
Representations of the past








About NCPAL: Preserving Regional Heritage
Founded in 2010, NCPAL
is committed to facilitating
education, outreach, and
the study of archaeology
within a broader anthropological and interdisciplinary
context. As both a physical
space and intellectual pro-

ject curated by New College students and faculty,
NCPAL is dedicated to the
ethical advancement of
knowledge about past human cultures and societies
in order to engage with
social issues of the pre-

sent. Utilizing the rich
resources of the SarasotaManatee region’s diverse
communities, NCPAL produces and disseminates
valuable knowledge of our
shared cultural heritage.





Dialogues with Florida’s Past presentation series—
three dialogues matching an archaeologist and,
respectively, a political scientist, journalist, and
government official-opened up important questions
and concerns on Florida’s past.
ArchaeologyFest! attracted families to learn about
archaeology and regional heritage.
Five Years of Looking for Angola: Accomplishments
and New Objectives for the Public
Anthropology
Study of an early 19th-century Maroon Community
on the Manatee River, Florida symposium set the
agenda for the public
anthropology program.
Documentation of the Galilee Cemetery in
Sarasota.
Analysis for Looking for Angola covered by C-Span
3 as part of its LCV City Tour.
Open house for New College’s 50th anniversary
celebration.
Undergraduate presentations at the annual meeting
of the Florida Anthropology Society.
Completion of the FIPSE US Department of
Education grant P116Z080257
Director Baram promoted to Professor of
Anthropology.
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